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Neighborhoods and Cognitive Aging:
Effect of Cognitive Segregation?
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In their study of older adults in Singapore, Wee et al. [1] showed that older adults residing in low-income housing score lower on an adapted Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) than more affluent neighbors. Older adults who rent residences score, on average,
about 1 point lower than seniors who own apartments. Renters were nearly twice as likely to
score below 24, the standard cut-off score for clinically significant impairment. The effect of
poorer neighborhood persisted in models that adjusted for patient demographic and clinical
features. Most notably, the neighborhood effect was not eliminated when models included
adjustment for individual socioeconomic status, such as income and employment. As the
authors write, ‘After adjustment for individual SES, other clinical factors, and demographic
factors (including age, gender, educational level, and ethnicity), elderly living in the low area
SES communities were more likely to have cognitive impairment (adjusted OR 5.13, 95% CI
1.98–13.34, p = 0.001) compared to their counterparts in owner-occupied blocks’.
The potency of neighborhood for cognitive status appears especially striking for these
Chinese, Malay, and Tamil seniors. Ownership of a residence is undoubtedly correlated with
employment, poverty, government income supports, education, and many other current and
lifetime indicators of socioeconomic status. Yet it is notable that these Singapore neighborhood blocks are adjacent (indeed, they were chosen for this reason). These people live in the
same ‘place’ but differ in socioeconomic status. This is an important feature of the study design. While this study joins many others demonstrating a similar neighborhood effect for
cognitive status [2–7], the other studies compare communities that differ widely in many
features, ranging from access to care to physical environments. The Singapore study offers
control over variation in these features of communities.
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Thus, physically proximate neighbors can have a very different experience of cognitive
aging. The authors reason that this difference is due to differences in social proximity. According to their observations (not, however, measured in the study), the housing blocks are
quite segregated. Social interaction is limited across low- and high-income neighborhoods.
The authors go on to say, ‘Residents of poor neighborhoods, regardless of their own class, are
likely to have interaction with neighbors who, because of disadvantage, may be unable to offer extensive cognitive stimulation, constrained by limited education and financial stress,
whereas residents in more affluent neighborhoods are exposed to neighbors who can provide
more extensive cognitive stimulation’. While still in need of research to demonstrate these
claims, this suggests an important mechanism for the cognitive effect of place. The independent effect for neighborhood or community may involve social networks and cognitive aspects of daily social interaction.
How would one investigate this mechanism? Older adults in the two neighborhoods
would need to be tracked for daily interaction. This would give an indication of segregation.
If evident, we would then need to know the extent to which social segregation results in what
we might call cognitive segregation. Does greater contact with people of higher socioeconomic status result in greater cognitive stimulation? How so? Does it matter if contact occurs in
the high- or low-socioeconomic neighborhood? How segregated do the neighborhoods have
to be to produce the differences in cognitive performance seen in this observational study?
How much of a gain in cognitive performance from daily interaction is plausible to produce
these kinds of differences?
I have argued elsewhere [8] that one way to capture these dynamic properties is to use
agent-based computational models to ‘grow’ phenomena of interest [9]. Agent-based simulations, increasingly important for infectious disease modeling, may help us understand the
effects of place on health. In such models, we would need to simulate the interaction of agents
across different neighborhoods and develop rules for incrementing cognitive performance
resulting from such interaction. Can we grow differences as large as those observed in Singapore? How much of a gain in cognitive performance from daily interaction is required?
How much contact must individuals in different neighborhoods have? By forcing such specificity, we commit to testing mechanisms of community effect.
Wee et al. [1] raise this segregation effect as a potential explanation for neighborhood
differences in MMSE performance. Other explanations include lifelong cognitive effects of
low education and low income, which have been increasingly identified as sources of poor
cognitive function in later life [10, 11]. An important task for future research will be to try to
disentangle the effects of place and lifelong risk factors that affect residential options. Whatever the mechanism, this study again provides support for social factors in vulnerability to
cognitive decline.
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